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SUMMARY

Scope:

This routinc,-announced inspection involved the observation and
evaluation of the annual emergency preparedness exercise. This
full participation exercise was conducted on May 19, 1992 between
the hours of_8:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. Selected areas of the
licensee's emergency response facilities and-erganization were
observed to evaluate the effectiveness of the licensee's

| implementation of the Emergency Plan and procedures in providing
for the health and safety of the public and onsite personnel

| during a simulated emergency. The inspection also included a
! review of the exercise scenario and observation of the licensee's
[ post exercise critique.
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| Results:

In the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were
identified. One exercise weakness was identified concerning !

offsite notifications. The licensee demonstrated the ability to j

ident.ify initiating conditions, determine emorgency action level :

parameters, and correctly classify the emergency throughout the
exercise. The licensee demonstrated significant improvement in i

the responaa to the contaminated and injured medical drill
'

conducted during the exercise. Overall the licensee's
performance during the exercise was good, with the licenseo
meeting most of their exercise objectives and demonstrating a ,

capability to protect the public health and safety in the event
'

of a radiological emergency. ;
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REPORT DETAILS

1. . Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees
:

,

*H. Beacher, Senior Engineer, Technical Support
*J. Deasly, Assistant General Manager, Technical Support

Manager
*W.-Drumeister, Manager, Engineering Support
*S. Chestnut, Manager, Technical Support -

*R. Dorman, Plant Training and Emergency Preparedness, Roving
Controller.

J. Gasser, Operr.tions Supervisor
*M. Hobbs, Instrumentation and Control Superintendent
*K. Holmes, Manager, Chemistry and Health Physics ,

*D. Huzek, Managor, Nuclrar Security i

*W. Kitchens, Assistant General Manager
*I. Kochery, Superintendent, Health Physics
*L. Mayo, Nuclear Specialist
G. Moore, Lead Simulator Controller

.

R. Moye, Plant System Engineering Controller
*T. Mozingo, Supervisor, Nuclear Operations
T. Petrak, Lead' Simulator Operator

*B. Quick, Document Control Supervisor
*J. Roberts, Emergency Preparedness Coordinator ,

*W. Shipman, General Manager, Emergency Director
*C, Stinespring, Manager, Plant Administration
*L. Ward, Maintenance Manager
H. Williams, Shift Superintendent

Other licensee employees contacted during this inspection
included engineers, operators, mechanics, security force
members, technicians, and administrative personnel.

Nuclear' Regulatory Commission

*P. Balmain, Resident Inspector
*B. Bonser, Senior Resident Inspector
*D. Starky, Resident Inspector

* Attended exit-interview '

2. Review of Exercise Objectives and Scenarios for Power
Reactors (82302)

a. Scenario-

The scenario for the emergency exercise was. reviewed to
determine that-provisions had been made to test the
integrated capability and a major portion of the basic
elements existing within the licensee's Emergency Plan
and organization as required by 10 CFR 50.47 (b) (14) ,
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10 CFR 50, Appendix E, Paragraph IV.F, and specific
criteria in NUREG-0654, Section II.N. '

1The scenario was reviewed in advance of the scheduled
exercise date and was discussed with licensee
represantatives. The scenario was adequate to exercise
fully the onsite and offsite emergency organizations of
the licensee and provided eufficient emergency
information to the State for their participation in the
exercise.

The planned scenario began with severe thunderstorm
conditions and lighting striking the Unit 1 coatainment I
building which resulted in the loss of an electricol |
bus, the failure of a transformer causing smoke which j
initiated the fire detection system alarm, and loss of '

the Digital Rod Position Indication System. That was |

followed by unrelated shaft vibration in the reactor
coolant pump and later an alarm of the Chemical Volume
Control System (CVCS) Letdown Radiation Monitor.
Radiation levels in the Containment and Reactor Coolant '

System (RC3) began increasing and the Gross Failed Fuel
Monitor alarmed. At that time the licensee declared an
Alert based upon the loss of a fission product barrier,
ordered the activation of the Technical Support Center
(TSC) and Operations Support Center (OSC), and began to
shutdown the reactor. An accountability of personnel
-in the. protected area was requested and an injured
worker was given first aid and transported offsite for
additional medical treatment. About one hour after the
fuel damage occurred the Steam Generator (SG) Blowdown
Radiation Monitor, Steam Jet Air Ejector Monitor, and
Main-Steam Line Radiation Monitors alarmed; indicating
a SG tube leak. A Site Area Emergency (SAE) was
' declared based upon the loss of two fission product
barriers. Approximately .one hour later a second
lighting strike in the low voltage switchyard caused a
loss of offsite power. At that time the following
occurred: number 1 SG downstream Main Steam Isolation
Valve failed close; leaking SG tube catastrophically
failed; reactor tripped and Safety Injection System
actuated and a SG Code Safety valve lifted and failed
in the open position. Later the "A" Diesel Generator
shutdown and electric bus 1AA02 was lost due to a
-faulty relay. At that point-in-the licensee's scenario-

a major-Loss Of Cooling Accident-was-occurring with no
-Emergency-Core Cooling System (ECCS) pumps available;

for shutdown. All three fission product barriers were
lost and the licensee declared a General Emergency.
The event continued to core melt, and the release of
radioactivity into the environment. The exercise

|
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concluded after the SG Code Safety valve closed,
electrical buses were restored and ECCS pumps started.

Scenario problems identified by the licensee during the-

critique and identified for corrective action included:

o A simulator problem resulted in the loss of the
Process Effluent Radiation Monitoring System
(PERMS) input into the planc status infornation
system following the operators decision to
manually shutdown the reactor and initiate safety
injection system. The manual shutdown was not.
anticipated at a time when the PERMS system would. -

have been beneficial in making an emergency
classification upgrade to a SAE.

'

o Information provided to repair' team players
; concerning a breaker identification was

inadequate, resulting in the playero reporting to
the wrong location. A controller had to direct
the players to the appropriate breaker during the
exercise.

In general, the controllers provided adequate guidance
and the inspector observed adequate _ interactions
between the controllers and the players throughout the
exercise. However, the Control Room Simulator (CRS)
controller inappropriately prompted the Shift
Superintendent that the CVCS Letdown Radiation Monitor
RE-48000 was at the top of the scale. _This data was
required to make the ALERT classification and should
not have been presented to the participant. The -

licensee recognized the problem-in the critique--
process.

No violations or deviations were identified,

b. Exercise objectives

The licensee requested exemption from two exercise
objectives. -The licensee requested exemptica from
emergency response objective, C. 10., " Demonstrate the
ability to perform assembly and accountability in a-
timely manner" to minimize the effect the exercise
objective would have (n) the outage work _ schedule. The
! inspectors determined that.the licensee had
successfully conducted an assembly.and accountability
drill during the 1991 graded emergency exercise and
permitted the exception. The licensee requested
Lexemption from emergency response objective, Medical
F._22., " Demonstrate the adequacy of ambulance _and
-hospital facilities and procedures for handling

_.
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contaminated / injured individuals." The inspectors
determined that the hospital was also scheduled to
participate in a FEMA observed drill the day after the
NRC graded exercise and the licensee was attempting to
limit the impact of the exercise on the hospital. The
inspector granted the licensee the exemption from the
exercise objective. The licensee did demonstrate the
adequacy of the ambulance facilities and procedures for
handling contaminated / injured individuals during the
exercise.

The licensee reported that all exercise objectives had
been met.in the critique, however, the inspector
identified one which was not fully met. Notification
objective B.4, was to " Demonstrate the ability to
expeditiously-notify State, Local, and Federal :

Authorities." The inspector determined that the
licensee--issued several Notifications that failed to
meet regulatory or Emergency _ Plan requirements for
timely notification of offsite authorities.
Additionally, several messages did_not contain release +

information while a release was-occurring and one was
-issued without the correct existing emergency
classification. The licensee also failed to meet
procedure documentation requirements for notifying NRC
of emergency classification changes (see paragr ch 6).

The inspector-also identified an exercise objective
that the. licensee did not clearly demonstrate,
Radiological Assessment and Control objective E. 20.
was to " Demonstrate the ability to make the decision,
based on predetermined criteria, whether to. issue
radioprotective drugs, Potassium Iodide _(KI), to
emergency workers. The inspector did not observe: 1)
any discussion,_ announcement, or documentation that
provided evidence that.the licensee was concerned about
the possible threat of exposure to high levels of-
radiation from an uncontrolled and unfiltered
radioactive release traveling in the general direction
-of the emergency response organization personnel
located within the two mile radius of the-reactor
ineility; or 2) any discussion, announcement or
documentation.that provided evidence that the licensee
was prepared to take protective actions for the
Emergency _ Response Organization such as relocation
should the response facilities of the OSC and EOF-
become uninhabitable or the administration of KI should
elevated levels of radiciodine enter the facilities.
The licensee reported that protective measures
including evacuation and use of radioprotective drugs

r radiciodine. exposure were discussed. The inspector
6 yhasized the importance of clearly demonstrating

_ -_ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . . . _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ -. _ , _ _ . _ , _ _
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exercise objectives in exercises through observable ;e

actions, discussions, announcements, or records. |

The licensee's response to the inspectors finding was
tla t the scenario never exposed Emergency Respon e -

Facilities (ERFs) to the plume and that scenario
radiation levels in the ERFs did not approach facility {evacuation limits, therefore there was no reason to -

evacuate any facilities. Additionally, there was no
threat of radioactive iodine and therefore there was no
need to issue radioprotective drugs. The licensee also
reported that protective measures including evacuation !

and use of radioprotective drugs f or radiciodine
*

exposure were discussed.
,

No violations or deviations were identified.
'

3. Assignment of Responsibility, Evaluation of Exercises For
Power Reactors (82301)

This area was observed to determine that primary
responsiailities for emergency. response by the licensee had
been specifically established and that adequate staff was
available to respond to an emergency as required by .

10 CFR 50.47 (b) (1) , 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, Paragraph IV.A,
and specified criteria in NUREG-0654, Section II.A.

.

The inspector observed that the onsite and offsite emergency
organizations were adequately described and tlui
responsibilities _for key organization positions were clearly
defined in approved plans and implementing procedures. The
inspector observed the activation, staffing, and operation
of the emergency organization'in the CRS, TSC,'the_OSC, and i

the Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) . The required
staffing and assignment of responuibility were consistent
with the licensee's approved procedures.

Because of the scenario scope and conditions, long term or
continuous staffing of.the emergency response organization
was not required. Discussions with licen'see representatives
indicated that sufficient technical staff were available to
provide continuous staffing for the augmented emergency
organization, if_needed.

No violations or deviations were identified.

4. Onsite Emergency Organization, (82301)

The licensee's on-shift emergency organization was observed
to determine that the responsibili*ies for emergency I

response were unambiguously definer., that adequate staffing
was provided to insure initial facility accident response in
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key functional areas at all times, and that the interfaces
were specified as required by 10 CFR 50.47 (b) (2) , 10 CFR 50,
Appendix E, Paragraph IV.A, and specific criteria in NUREG-
0654, Section II.B.

The inspector observed that the initial onsite emergency
organization was adequately defined; the responsibility and
authority for directing actions necessary to respond to the
emergency were clear; that staff were available to fill key
functional positions within the organization; and that
onsite and offsite interactions and responsibilities were
clearly defined.

_

The Shift Superintendent assigned to the exercise assumed
the duties of Emergency Director promptly upon initiation of
the simulated emergency, and directed the response in the
CRS until formally relieved by the Plant General Manager.
The General Manager became the Emergency Director and
directed emergency. operations in the TSC, OSC, and EOF as
the exercise scenario progressed and the facilities became
activated.

The licensee adequately demonstrated the ability to alert,
notify, and mobilize 1eorgia Power emergency response
personnel. Augmentation of the initial onsite emergency
response organizations was accomplished through mobilization i

of additional day shift personnel. Following the Alert '

declaration, the on-shift emergency organization was
augmented with the activations of the TSC, OSC, and EOF
ERFs. The inspector observed the activation, staffing, and
operation of-the emergency organizations.in the ERFs and
determined that the licensee was able to staff and activate -

the facilities in a timely manner. Because of the scenario
scope and conditions,-long term or continuous staffing of
the emergency response organization was not required.

No violations or deviations.were identified.

5. Emergency Classification System, (82301)

This area was observed to determine that a standard
emergency classification and action level scheme was in use
by the nuclear facility licensee as required by 10 CFR
50 4 47 (b) (4) , 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, Paragraph IV.C, and
specific criteriaLin NUREG-0654, Section II.D.

The licensee's staff made the following emergency
classifications:

o The Alert was declared at about 8:26 a.m. on the basis
of damaged fuel cladding-integrity (loss of one fission
product barrier) indicated by Gross Failed Fuel

,

-m _m_ma=
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Detector and CVCS Letdown Monitor (RE-40000) Off Scale-
High with proper flow;

o The Site Area Emergency was declared at about 9:35 a.m.
on the basis of damaged Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
integrity (loss of second fission product barrier)
through steam generator number 1 tube leaks, indicated
by Main Steam Line (MSL)- monitors; and

o A General Emergency was declared at about 10:22 a. m.
on the basis of loss of containment integrity (loss of
third fission product barrier) through a stuck open
safety relief valve. -

The Alert and General Emergency classifications were timely
and correct by procedure. However, the inspector reported
to licensee management that the SAE classification did not
appear to be timely. The inspector observed the following
events:

o At 09:10 a.m. the number one PSb monitor (RE13120)
ala *d and this information was passed to the TSC and
ente.ed on the Sequence of Events Status Board. The
entry was recorded as "Hi RAD on SG #1."

o At 09:13 a.m. the plant status information system lost
the PERMS information,

o At.09:26 a.m. the TSC Manager and the Chemistry
Supervisor _ concur that a release was in progress.

O At_09:29 a.m. the TSC Manager phones the-EOF Manager -

and informs him of a release occurring and this will be
indicated on the next follow-up notification message.

o At 09:30 a,m. the TSC Manager briefs TSC personnel that
a release is occurring.

o Ja; 09 i 34 a . m. the Emergency Director ED told the TSC
Manager to direct his attention from the follow-up
notification mesuage (number 003) and declare a SAE if
it was required. The TSC Manager acknowledged, but
continued to fill out.the follow up notification
message,

o la; 09:40 a.m. the TSC Manager briefed the TSC that a
SAE was. declared at 09:35 a.m.

o - At 09:44 a.m. (9~ minutes after the SAE was declared)
the TSC released an ALERT follow-up message number 003
which' indicated the RCS activity remained high, there
was a tube leak in Steam Generator No. 1, the plant

.
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conditions were degrading, and a release was in i

progress that had began at 09:12 n.m. ,

The Emergency Director knew at 09:10 a.m. that one fission
product barrier, the fuel cladding barrier, had been damaged ;

to such an extent to cause the Gross Failed Fuel monitor to
alann and the CVCS Letdown monitor to go of f scale high. The
Emergency Director also knew that a MSL monitor for SG # 1

'

had detected high radiation levels and that a second fission
product barrier could be challenged.

Licensee Emergency lan Implementing Procedure (EPIP) No.
91001+C titled " Emergency Classification and Implementing i

Instructions", Revision 12, was used to identify and
classify the scenario simulated events.

Figure 4, " Emergency Classification Level Determination," of
EPIP 91001-C, required the establishment of emergency ,

classification of SAE whenever there was a " Breach or ,

challenge of 2 of 3 fission product barriers."

Figure 2, " Reactor Coolant System Integrity", of EPIP 91001-
C, list 5 Emergency Action Levels (EALs) for observed
conditions of the RCS. Section C. of Figure 2 was titled >

" Loss to A Steam Generator" and the first EAL of that
section was defined as " The Main Steam Line Monitor (RE
13119, 13120, 13121, or 13122) Indicates High Alarm."

The inspector reported that:

o The information posted on the status board in the TSC
at 09:10 a.m. was sufficient information to determine
that the RCS (second fission barrier) had been breached '

or challenged, and

o That 25 minutes to make the declaration of an SAE based
on the loss of the second fission barrier did not
appear to be tin 'ly.

The licensee-reported . hat since the message at 09:10 a.m.
did not state that the MSL monitor was in a "hi alarm"
condition it was not clear that the conditions of the EAL C.
- 1. had been observed. Therefore, there was.no need to
upgrade the accident classification at 09:10 a.m. _The
licensee also reported that, while_trying to play the
scenario as a real event, they tried not to anticipate a
higher classification-and tried to-proceed to a higher
classification only when it was appropriate and clearly

- needed.

;
i
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Without the PERMS input into the emergency response facility
inf ornation system'at 09 :13 a .m. there was no direct
indication of the MSL monitor readout or alarm indication in
the TSC. It appeared that the Emergency Director did not
know what the MSL monitor radiation levels were or how close
they were to the "high alarm setpoint of RCS Integrity EALa i

C. 1. of Fi_.1re 2. Following the posting of the " High Rad
on SG #1" message, it seemed appropriate for the Emergency I

Director to quantify #1" SG radiation levels and to follow-*

up on whether the MSL radiation level had-reached, or was
near, the "high alarm" set point. To obtain the information
the UD would have to contact the CRS for status of MSL
monitor. The inspector did not observe ef forts to quantify,

the "Hi RADion SG #1" message. The inspector also noted
that the Emergency Director eventually made the decision to
classify the-emergency as a SAE, based on the potential loss
of the second fuel barrier, apparently without any
additional RCS-integrity information.

The inspector reported to licensee management at the NRC
exit meeting that the Emergency Director app =ared to have
sufficient information at 09:10 a.m. to determine that the
RCS integrity (the second fuel barrier) was challenged and
an upgrade to SAE seemed appropriate at that time. However,
based on further discussions with the licensee e - aquent to
the exit, the NRC determined that the Emergency , sctor's

'

classification actions were not clear cut at-09:10 a.m. and
that 25 minutes to evaluate plant conditions and declare a
SAE based on those conditions was not excessive considering
the circumstances.

No violations or deviations were identified.

6. Notification Methods and Procedures (82301)

This area was observed to aest - e that procedures were
established for notification of State arid local response
organizations and emerge cy personnel by the licensee, and
that the content of init 11 and followup messages to ,

response organizations were established. This area was
further observed to assure that means to provide early

#

notification to.che population within-the plume exposure
pathway were established pursuant to 10 CFR 50.47 (b) (5) ,
Paragraph IV.D of Appendiv E to 10 CFR 50, and'apecific

. guidance promulgated in oection II.E.of_NUREG-0654.

A review of notification messages to Federal, State, and
local agencies was made to-determine that completed
notification forms to Federa),' State, and local offsite
authorities contained the following information; emergency
conditions, emergency classifications, radioactivity release
status, potentially affected population, projected

,

'

,
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popul tion doses, recommended protective actions, and any
changes to enese conditions. |

Not.4fication objective 3.4. was to " Demonstrate the ability :
'to expeditiously notify state, local and federal

authorities." During tho exercise review the inspector ;

determined that the licensee failed to fully meet exercise !

objective B.4, in that, State and local notification *s were '
-

not accurate or timely for several messages. Identified
issues included the_following:

o Licensee notification message number 003 issued at
09:44 a.m. showed an Alert emergency classification
when-a SAE had been drolared 9 minutes earlier at 09:35
a.m.

O The licensee issued notification message number 004, ,

issued at 09:51 a.m., was issued 16 minutes after
declaring a SAE.

o Notification messages C33 through 006, issued between
09:44 and 10:36 a.m., indicated that a release had
started at 09:13 a.m., but contained no information
concerning the magnitude of the release or projected
offsite dosos associated with the release.

:

o Notification Message Number 006, issued at 10:36 a.m.,
did not document the release start time for the un-
monitored release through tne Steam Generator Safety
Relief Valve' (SGSRV) . Notification Messages 006
indicated that a release, through the plant vent, had
started _at 09:12fa.m. A second release through the
SGSRV:had been identified 18 minutes earlier at 10:18
a.m. The following notification message, number 7,
issued at-11:05 a.m. reported the start of the release,
through the SGSRV, as 10:20 a.m., about 45 minutes
after it had been identified.

,

O Licensee notification' message number:003. issued at. +

09:44 a.m. was issued 36 minutes after the previous
notification. Notification message-002 was issued at
09;08 a.m. Licensee procedure 91002-C Emergency
Notifications, Revision 21, step 4.3 requires _ followup
notifications to be completed and transmitted to
. Federal, _ State, __ local authorities during an alert (nr
higher classification when there11s a significant
change in plant conditions or at least every_30
minutes. The 30 minute notification limit was also
exceeded by 1 minute for message number 002 and 2
minutes for message number 011.

t

i.l
'
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o Licensee procedure 91002-C, Emergency Notifications,
Revision 21, required the Emergency Response
Organization make initial and followup notifications to
the NRC whenever the initial declaration of an .

emergency classification or upgrade of an; emergency
classification was made. The procedure reg red the
completion of Checklist 3, Event- Notificath Worksheet
for initial and: followup noti #ications to the NRC.
Updated forms were required whenever there_was any
further degradation in the plant conditions, there was
any change in emergency classification, or the
emergency was terminated. The inspector determined
that one Notification Worksheet was completed-for the
initial NRC notifi;ation of an Alert Classification at
08:26 a.m. However, no addit 3onal Event Notification
Worksheets were completed for ;he Site Area Emergency _
or the General _ Emergency.

Licensee representatives reported that communications were
continuously maintained with the NRC Duty Officer during the
exercise and that the NRC was notified of changing-
conditions as they occurred. The licensee identified the
failure to complete all of the required Event Notification
Worksheets during their critique process.

The inspector determined that the licensee's failure to
provide' fully accurate and timely Notifications to Federal,
State and local-authorities in accordance with the federal
regulations, the licensee's emergency-plan, and implementing
procedures was an' Exercise Weaknessi

Exercise Weaknees 50-424/92-10-01: Licensee failed to make
accurare and timely notifications to State and local
agencie concerning emergency classification status, release
conditions,-and followup.information.

_

No violatiesa i deviations were identified.

7. Emergency Communications (82301)

This area we abstrved to determine that provisions existed
for_ prompt iunications among principal response

= orga ni va".io._ .nd emergency personnel as required by'

10 CPR 50.47 (b) (6) , 10 CFR 50, Appendix E,: Paragraph IV.E,
and' specific criteria in NUREG-0654, Section II.F.

The licensee demonstrated the adequacy, operability and
effective use of amergency communications equipment.
-However, the Aicensee experienced'several communication
problems that were identified by-the licensee and the

f inspector. Communication issues included the following:

!
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0 Loss of the PERMS information in the ERFs hindered the
licensee's ability to assess plant conditions and make
emergency decisions to protect-the health and safety-of
on and off-site personnel. The loss of the system may
have contributed to the licensee's delay in upgrading
the_ emergency _ classification from an Alert tc a SAE.
At that time when conditions were changing t'ae
Emergency Director did not have the information readily
available to him with the system inoperable. The
system _was lost twice during the exercise. The issue
was identified by the licensee as a problem needing
corrective. action.

o Problems with portable radio communication equipment
were. identified by the licensee's-staff. The problens
included unawareness of changed channel assignments and
interfere ::e f rom other radio transmissions. The
licensee identified the issue as a problem needing
corrective action.

o The inspector found it difficult to determine the
projected offsite dose information and field monitoring
data during the exercise in part to the way it was
presented.or posted in the EOF. In the EOF, offsite

'
dose. projection-information (displayed using an
overhead projector) showed;a generic comment stating,
" Based on_ field readings". Inspector inquiry on the
ate to the dose' assessment controller resulted in a
'Jrompt" that modified the comment to asterisk the
numbers that'were field readings rather than dose
projections.

o Other miscellaneous communication problems identified
by the licensee included problems with FAX
communication lines, mechanical faults with telephones,

-

and missing' headsets.

The. inspector noted that radio communications between the
Field _ Monitoring Teams and TSC were adequate to dispatch and
direct-field team activities.

In general, the inspector observed that_ adequate
communications existed among the licensee's emergency
organizations, and between the licensee's emergency response
orgt nization sand of f site authorities.

I No violations or deviations were identified.

_ _ . . . _ -__ _. ., _ ,- ._
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8. Emergency Facilities and Equipment (82301)*

This area was observed to determine that adequate emergency
facilities and equipment to support an emergency response
was provided and maintained as required by_10 CFR
50 47 (b) (8) , 10_CFR 50, Appendix E, Paragraph IV.E, and .

specific criteria in NUREG-0654, Section II.H.

The inspector observed the activation, staffing and
opera. ion of key _ERFs, including the CRS, TSC, OSC,- EOF, and
ENC..In addition, the inspector observed the emergency
medical drill.

-

a. Emergency Medical Drill

This area was observed to determine whether first aid
to a injured individual contaminated with radioactive
material was effectively provided and to assure
appropriate actions were taken to prepare an injured
worker for transport to a offsite hospital. The
licensee loaded the patient onto a offsite ambulance
responding-to the_ drill but did not transport the
worker to an offsite hospital.

An_ inspector observed the response of_the first aid and
HP team to the simulated contaminated injured worker.
Immediate response to the scene was by persons trained
in advanced first aid. - These individuals were shortly
joined by Emergency Medical Technician who took charge
of the first aid treatment and movement of the injured
worker. Efforts were properly directed to injury. -

Health physics personnel provided contamination' -

mcnitoring and control, but in a manner not to-impede
the first aid treatment. The inspector-determined |that

' the first aid, contamination-control, and transfer to
an ambulance were effective and efficient =. The
licensee demonstrated significant-improvement in the
emergency medical drill performance from the previous
exercise. The health physics and first ai3 response in
the medical _ drill was i Mntified as a' program strength.

No violations or deviations were identified.

b, Control Room Simulator

Overall, operations personnel adequately assessed the
-problems-faced during the exercise and their responses'

were timely and appropriate to-the circumstances. The
Shift Superintendent ensured that the classifications
and notifications were accomplished in a timely manner.
Both- reactor operators and supervisors demonstrated
good use of the normal, abnormal, emergency operating

. - -
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procedures, and the EPIPs throughout the exercise.
.The Plant General Manager entered the CRS shortly after
the alert was' declared, at 08:41 a.m. He assessed the
situation and began a turnover from the Shift
Superintendent, but did so in a way that did not impact
the management of the accident. Once turnover was
completed, the Plant General Manager assumed the' role

'

=of Emergency Director, at 09:04 a.m..

Communications were maintained between the ERFs. A
qualified staff member was availab e to notify the
Federal, State and local authorities of the emergency
within 15 minutes of the~ emergency declaration.
Offsite officials, including-the NRC, were promptly
informed of-the following: emergency conditions,
emergency classifications, activation of the emergency
organization facility, radioactivity release status,
potentially affected population, projected population-
. doses, recommended protective actions, and changing
conditions. There was one documentation problem
identified'with.the licensee's NRC notifications. The
licensee's CRS communicator maintained good and
continuous communications throughout the exercise with ,

the NRC communicator, however, the communicator failed
to complete all of the NRC notification documents
required-by the licensee's procedures (See
Paragraph 6).

No' violations or deviations were identified.

-c. Technical _ Support Center

The inspector observed the initial activation and
personnel. response in the staffing of the TSC. The TSC
was activated at 8:44 a.m., following the declaration
of the-Alert classification at 08:2G a.m., by the
Emergency Director. The TSC was activated, fully
staffed, and functional'in a timely manner.

The TSC Manager was well qualified, appeared
knowledgeable of his duties and responsibilities, and
assumed the responsibility-in a professional and
organized manner. The Plant General Manager entered
the TSC at 09i18 a.m. He assessed the situation and >

began a turnover from the TSC Manager, but did so in a
. ay that di' 70t impact the management of the accident.w
Whc .. the tent General Manager left the TSC to travel

i to the EUF, he turned over the Emergency Director
position to the TSC Manager'

L
|

|

|~
L
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Technical assessment and mitigation activities were
aggressively and properly pursued by the TSC staff.and.
periodic-briefings regarding the incident scatus and on
going mitigating actions were frequently given.

No violations or deviations were identified.

d. Operational Support Center

The inspector observed the initial activation and
personnel response in the staffing of the OSC. The OSC
was activated, promptly staffed-with qualified _
personnel, and operational at 08:53 a.m., 27 minutes
after.the Alert was declared.

The OSC formed 19 emergency response teams _and
: dispatched 18 during the exercise with the first team-

dispatched at 08:54 a.m., 28 minutes after the Alert
was declared. Teams-were formed with consideration to
member skills and potential personnel exposure.
Protective measures such as team routes and protective
-clothing were planned in the OSC to reduce team
radiation exposures. Teams were briefed by the OSC
Manager and by_ Health Physics prior to their departure.
Some teams were required.co go_to_the normal radiation
concrol. point'to obtain protective clothing, self-
contained breathing apparatus, and additional, dosimetry
prior to going to the= job site. Processing teams
through the radiation control point slowed their
response. One team dispatched to the radiation control
. point was additionally delayed when it was required to
return to the OSC to obtain a dose extension. The
inspector also noted that no-consideration or
discussion _concerning use of KI'was made nor was it
distributed to teams dispatched during the unfiltered
release. When the KI issue-was discussed with licensee
personnel-they reported that the scenario did not cause-
a radiciodine problem for the OSC and therefore it was
not needed.

In. general, communications in the OSC.were-good. The
0SC-Supervisor gave frequent. status briefings to OSC
personnel addressing plant conditions and emergency
-status. Reliable voice communicction was rapidly

'

established between.the TSC, the SCR, and the.OSC.
,

Emergency response teams were issued portable radios
which were very effective in most cases. However, some
problems were-identified vith their use. The radios in
some cases did not-work in certain plant spaces and

~

interference was a problem for an assigned team station
that was_being used by another plant group and
commercial station. The radio problems confused the

d
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teams and delayed the transmission of information
between_them and the OSC. The licensee identified the
problems in their critique as items needing corrective
action.

'HP personnel anticipated probable contamination, and
started early on to take precautions to prevent
contamination of the OSC. The licensee placed portable
survey. equipment outside the OSC and posted a sign for
persons entering the OSC to frisk prior to entry.
Frequent radiation and contamination surveys were made
in_the OSC to insure that the environment was free of
radioactive contaminants.

No violations or deviations were identified.

e. Emergency Operations Facility
,

The EOF was promptly staffed and activated with 3
qualified-personnel and assumed a standby position at
09:21 a.m. Emergency response responsibilities were
transfered to the EOF at 09: 38 a.m. when the EOF was
activated.

The.-Emergency _ Director demonstrated good command and
control,' appeared knowledgeable of his duties and ;

responsibilities, and assumed the responsibility in a
'

~ professional and_ organized manner.

The licensee demonstrated the ability to promptly-

recommend offsite protective actions that were
-consistent-with those-in the emergency plan.

No violations or deviations were identified.

9.. Accident Assessment ~ (82301)

This area was observed to determine whether adequate
methods,_ systems, and equipment for assessing and monitoring
actual.orfpotential offsite-consequences'of a radiological
emergency condition were in use as required by 10 CFR
50.47 (b) (9)', 10 CFR-50,1 Appendix E, Paragraph IV.B, and'

,

specific criteria in NUREG-0654, Section II.I.

The' accident assessment program included both.an engineering-
assessment of_ plant status and an assessment of radiological,

hazards'tofboth onsite and offsite personnel resulting from.

j the simulated accident. During the exercise, the engineering
accident assessment team functioned effectively in analyzing
the plant-status so as to make recommendations to the
Emergency Director concerning mitigating actions to reduce''

. damage to plant equipment; to prevent release of radioactive

:
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materials; and to terminate the emergency condition.
Onsite and offsite radiological monitoring teams were
dispatched to determine the level of radioactivity in those
areas within the influence of the simulated plume. The teams
effectively demonstrated their capability to collect those
data points and relay the data to the emergency response
facilities.

No violations or deviations were identified.

10. Protective Responses (82301)

This area was observed to determine that guidelines for -

protective actions during the emergency, consistent with
Federal guidance, were developed and in place, and
protective actions for emergency workers, including
evacuation of nonessential personnel, were implemented
promptly' as required by 10 CFR 50.47 (b) (10) , and specific
criteria in NUREG-0654, Section II.J.

The inspector verified that the licensee had and used
emergency procedures for formulating PARS for offsite
populations within the 10 mile emergency planning zone. The
Recovery Manager in the EOF provided timely and accurate
PARS to State pegsonnel. Protective Action Recommendations
(PARS) were routinely reevaluated for accuracy and status
updates were provided to the offsite authorities. The
protective action recommendations were made correctly and
accurately. The PARS provided the optimum protection for
the public health and safety

Habitability was confirmed and periodically assessed by r

radiation protection personnel-throughout the exercise
through radiological surveys in the TSC, EOF, and OSC.
However, Protective Actions for Emergency Response
Facilities (ERFs) were not widely discussed during the-
exercise.

The inspector reviewed the protective response for onsite
personnel-during the simulated emergency. The licensee
recommended the evacuation of the 2 mile radius surrounding 4

the plant in Emergency Notification Message number 5 at
'10:36 a.m. but did'not evacuate the EOF which is located
within the:2 miles radius of the plant site. During the
exercise, the inspectors did not observe any licensee
initiated protective actions or licensee discussions of
contingency plans should the ERFs become uninhabitable.
Such actions were appropriate considering the magnitude of
the unfiltered and uncontrolled release and the lack of
protection afforded the OSC and minimal protection provided
by the EOF. The OSC located on the second floor of the
licensee's maintenance building had no special shielding or

.
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atmospheric treatment system and the EOF while located below
the~ surface had no effective filtration for non-particulate
airborne radioiodine. The licensee's EOF ventilation filter
does not include a charcoal filter.

The location of the EOF was only about 35' away from the
centerline direction of the wind at the beginning of the
release (during course of exercise, variation in said
angular differential was 30' to 60'). Scenario data
indicated measured dose rates of 4,000 mrem /hr on centerline
at 1-2 miles from the plant (projected doses were much
higher prior to field data becoming available). In an
actual emergency with these conditions, a slight wind shift
would have resulted in a whole-body dose rate inside the EOF
of the order of 1,000 mR/hr. EPIP 91203-C, Activation'and
Operation of the Emergency Operations Facility, Rev. 10,
specified 100| mrem /hr whole body as the criterion for
relocating to the backup EOF. Consideration for a
precautionary evacuation of the EOF.and relocation to the
backup EOF in Waynesboro, was not observed by the
inspectors.

In spite of a major unfiltered release producing significant
~

offsite dose rates, the licensee did not administer KI to
onsite emergency workers-in the OSC and EOF. Scenario data
(i.e., air sampling results) were used to determine that the
25 rem criterion for projected thyroid dose was not met;
however,.a prudent and conservative approach to protecting
emergency workers could have included administration ofHKI.

The inspector reported to licensee management in the exit
meeting-that failure to demonstrate adequate' protective
action _ considerations for the emergency response
organization appeared to be an exercise weakness. Licensee
representatives reported that there were^ specific
discussions-concerning risk to the emergency response
organizations, during the exercise,-regarding protective
measures for the staff and the possible need to relocate the
EOF to the alternate facility. However, the inspector
observed-that no specific precautionary protective measures-

appropriate to the degree of postulated radiological risk
-were implemented with respect to the health and safety of
onsite personnel nor were any measures documented or
announced during the exercise. Because the simulated )
radioactive plume had not passed through the onsite ERFs and 1

-

-

licensee representatives reported that protective measures !

were discussed and considered during the exercise, it was
subsequently determined by the NRC that the licensee's
actions did not constitute an exercise weakness.

No violations or deviations were identified.

- - . . - .
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11. Radiological Exposure Control (82301)

This area'was observed to' determine that means for-
: controlling radiological exposures, in an emergency, are
established and implemented-for' emergency workers and that
they include exposure guidelines consistent with EPA
recommendations as required by 10 CFR 50.47 (b) (11) , and
specific' criteria in NUREG-0654, Section II.K.

Licensee procedures required that the station provide and
distribute dosimeters to emergency response personnel. The-
inspector noted that emergency response personnel in the

- -

ERFs were issued radiation monitoring devices and control of
personnel radiological exposures for teams out of the OSC-
was good.

-During-the critique process a problem concerning personnel
-dosimetry was-identified by the licensee's staff. The
licensee did not-have, or the emergency response team was
riot aware of, direct reading dosimetry that could monitor
personnel radiation exposures up to 25 rem per hour. The
licensee identified the issue as-an item needing corrective
action.

Habitability was confirmed and periodically assessed by
radiation protection-personnel throughout the exercise
through. radiological surveys in the TSC, EOF, and OSC.

No violations or deviations were identified.

12. . Exercise Critique (82301) -

The licensee's. critique of the emergency exercise was
observed.to determine whether shortcomings in the
performance of the exercise were brought to the attention of
management and documented for corrective action pursuant to
10 CFR 50.47 (b) (14) , 10.CFR 50, Appendix E, Paragraph-IV.E,
and specific criteria in NUREG 0654, Section II.N.

The; licensee conducted facility critiques-with exercise
players immediately following the exercise termination.
Licensee controllers and observers conducted additional
critiquesLprior to-the formal critique to management on
-May 20, 1992 Issues identified by the' licensee's staff
during the exercise were discussed by licensee
representatives during the controller critique. The
licensee's controller critique process began with-the
licensee developing a timeline of exercise events and a
review of the individual exercise objectives. Several
issues identified by the inspector were also identified in

-

the licensee's critique process. While the licensee's
critique process appeared appropriate for identifying areas

- . . , . . __ ,
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needing improvement, the licensee's conclusion concerning
the notification objective differed from the-inspector's.
The inspector and licensee' personnel identified problems
with incomplete notification forms during the exercise (see
paragraph 6). -However, following the critique process, the
licensee concluded the notification objective, " Demonstrate
the ability te expeditiously notify state, local, and
federal ~ authorities," had been met. The. inspector
concluded that, with all the problems identified with the
Notification forms, the licensee had not met the-
notification objective. The licensee's position was that- '

the objective had been met even though numerous problems
-

with'the notification messages had been identified and were
documented for corrective action. The inspector reported
that licensee action on identified findings would be
reviewed during subsequent NRC inspections.

No violations or deviations were identified.

13. Action on Previous Inspection Findings (92701)

(Closed) Exercise Weakness.50-424. 425/91-08-01: Failure to
Demonstrate Adequate Health Physics and Initial On Scene
First-Aid Response Techniques.

The inspector observed the medical drill and found the ,

activities were appropriate-and represented significant
improvement in the licensee's first aid and health physics
response to contaminated injured patient (Paragraph 8.a).

14. Exit Interview

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in
Paragraph-1) at the conclusion of-the-inspection on May 21,
1992. 'The inspector summarized the scope and findings of
the inspection. The inspector presented several issues as
potential exercise weaknesses and other items that warranted
additional NRC review and could be' identified and tracked as
Inspector Follow-up Items in the inspection report. After
review by Regional Staff-subsequent to the exit, the issues
were characterized as shown below. Dissent (ng comments _were
received from the licensee concerning a proposed exercise
weakness for failure of the Emergency Director.to-Papoint an
Acting Emergency Director during the. period the Emergency
Director briefed the NRC Response _ Team in an adjacent room
in the Licensee's TSC. The licensee's comments were noted .

and1 considered in. evaluating the issue and it's eventual
dismissal as an exercise' weakness. The licensee also
commented 1on other issues discussed during the exit and
those comments were also considered in the respective
issue's disposition. The licensee did not identify any such
documents or processes as proprietary.

. - -. . . --. . - ,.
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Item Number Description _and Reference

50-424/92-10-01 Exercise' Weakness: Licensee
failed to make accurate and
timely notifications to State
and local agencies concerning
emergency classification.

.

'

status, release. conditions,
and followup information
(Paragraph 6).

Attachments:
Exercise. Objectives, Scenario

Abstract and Scenario Timeline
-
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OBJECTIVES FOR 1992 EMERGENCY EXERCISE

LThe Vogtle Electric Generating Plant. (VECP) emergency preparedness exercise
objectives are based on Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requirements
provided in 10CFR50.47, "Emergencir Plans," and 10CFR50, Appendix E,
" Emergency Planning and Preparedness for Production and Utilization

-Facilities." Additional guidance provided in NUREG-0654, FEMA-REP-1,
Revision 1, " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological
Emergency Response Plans" was utilized- in developing the objectives.

A. Accident Assessment and Classification

1. Demonstrate the ability to identify initiating conditions,
~

determine emergency action Icvels (EAL) parameters and correctly
classify the emergency throughout the exercise.

2. Demonstrate the ability to provide core damage assessments.

B. Notification

3. Demonstrate the_ ability to alert, notify and mobilize site
emergency response personnel.

4. Demonstrate the ability _to expeditiously notify state, local and
federal authorities.

5. Demonstrate the ability to warn or advise onsite 1ndividuals of
emergency conditions.

C. Emergency Response

6. Demonntrate:the ability to make proper _ decisions and to coordinate
emergency activities.

-7. Demonstrate - the- ability to transfer emergency direction from
Control Room (simulator) to the Technical Support Center (TSC) and
from the TSC to the Emergency Operations Facility (EOF) in a-
timely manner.

8. Demonstrate the ability to prepare for around the clock staffing
requirements..

9. Demonstrate the ability to notify and obtain assistance from
appropriate offsite support organizations. (Ambulance)

10. Demonstrate the ability.to perform assembly and accountability in
a timely manner.

D. Emergency Response Facilities

11. Demonstrate timely activation of the TSC, Operations Support
Center (OSC), and EOF.

'

12. Demonstrate the adequacy of equipment, security provisions, and
habitability precautions for the TSC, OSC, and EOF, and Emergency
News Center (ENC).

I

13. Demonstrate the adequacy of .comm:nications for all emergency
,

support resources,
j|
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[' ORJECTIVES (cont)
l-

E. Radiological Assessment and Control

14. Demonstrate the ability to obtain onsite radiological surveys and
samples.

15. Demonstrate the ability to utilize the post accident sampling
system to collect and analyze samples to determine the extent of
core damage.

.

16. Demonstrate the ability to continuously monitor and control
emergency worker exposures.

17. Demonstrate the ability to assemble and deploy field monitoring
teams in a timely fashion.

_

18. Demonstrate the ability to satisfactorily collect and disseminate
field team data.

,

19. Demonstrate the ability to develop dose projections, compare the
projections to protective action guides (PAG) and determine
appropriate protective actions.

20. Demonstrate the ability to make the' decision, based on
. predetermined criteria, whether to issue radioprotective drugs,
1:1, to emergency workers.

F. Medical
,

21. Demonstrate the ability to respond to and treat a
contaminated / injured individual.

22. Demonstrate the adequacy of ambulance facilities and procedu is
for handling contaminated / injured individuals.

C. Public Information

23. Demonstrate the ability to develop accurate neve releases and
information released.

24. Demonstrate the ability to brief the media in a clear, accurate,
and timely manner.

%5. Demonstrate the ability to establish and operate rumor control in
a coordinated-fashion.

H. Evaluation-

26. Demonstrate ability to conduct a post-exercise critique to
determine areas requiring improvement and corrective action.

GE-92 -2- EX3003
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1992 VECP ORADED EXERCISE
May 19, 1992

SCENARIO ABSTRACT

The theme of the basic scenario is to create conditions for a large

offsite release through' sequential failure of the three fission product

barriers ~ This is achieved by postulating an event which results in fuel.

damage and thus release of fission produce activity to the Reactor Coolant '

. System (RCS). The second major event is a steam generator tube leak,

which is a breach of the RCS. This is followed by a loss of offsite

power, a steam generator tube rupture, and failure of the affected steam-

generator code safety valve which releases the activity to the

environment. Each of t tse events is expected to result in an emergency

classification escalation through General Emergency over a period of about-

two and one. half hours. The postulated core melt and subsequent major

release of radioactivity is intended to provide the necessary conditions

for the ingestion pathway exercise which te being conducted by-the State

of Georgia and observed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).-

There are several. secondary occurrences written into the scenaric to

exercise varioua disciplines of the emergency response organization and to

satisfy axercise objectives.

Initial conditions have Unit 1 operating at 100 % power. The-unit has

been on line for 103_ days. All control systems are in automatic. Unit 2

* is in mode 6 undergoing a planned refueling outage. All fuel from Unit 2

has been removed. Unit.1 systems / equipments ' out of service are:

1.. .Nucicar Service Cooling Water System, Train "B". A section of pipe

is removed and'the system is drained.
_

GE-92 1 EX3013
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1992 VECP'CRADED EXERCISE

May 19.-1992

SCENARIO ABSTRACT

2. Equipnents tagged out include:

Train B, Centrifugal Charging Purp CCP

Train B, Safety injection Pump SIP

Train B, Containment Spray Pump, CS

Train B, Residual !! eat _ Removal Pump, RHR

Train B, ESF Chiller

Train B, Diesel Generator.

3.- The Digital Metal Impact Monitor System, DMIMS is inoperative.

Existing Meteorological conditions are:

1. Severe thunderstorm warnings are in effect for the surrounding area.

J., Prevailing-winds are from the north generally light.

-3. : The atmosphere is very unstable.
-

4. There has been .6" of precipitation in the past 24 hours.

Scenario activities commence.with lightning striking containment. This

results in-the loss of an electrical bus and the failure of a transformer

with-the attendant-release of smoke which alarms the fire detection

system., Additionally the Digital rod position indication system is lost.

,

GE-92 2 EX3013
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1992 VECP CRADED EXERCISE

May 19, 1992

SCENARIO ABSTRACT

,

This event is closely followed by a shaft vibration in Reactor Coolant

.' ump #1-(RCP).o Thesc' events are unrelated. Shortly after experiencing

the RCP shaf t vibration the CVCS letdown radiation monitor alarms and

radiation levele in the Containment and RCS Sample area start increasing.

This is followed by a Gross Failed Fuel Detecter Alara. At sbout this

time it is expected that an Alert will be declared based on a breach of

one fission product-barrier. Unit I shutdown is initiated. At this point

Chemistry is directed to obtain an RCS sample, however, radiation levels

in the sample area preclude normal sampling. Thus, a PASS sample is

directed.

With the declaration-of an Alert the TSC and OSC are activated and tha EOF
,

brought to standby, An accountability of persons in the protected area is <

conducted. Unrelated to the basic scenarf o an injured person calls the

control-room with a plea for assistance. This event results in a request

'for off-site medical assistance, embulance,'from Burke County EMS.

<a
,

1

|

|
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1992 VEGP CRADED EXERCISE

May 19 1992

SCENARIO ABSTRACT
I

;

About I hour af ter the fuel damage occurred due to mechanical impacts. a

steam generator tube Icak is 49 indicated by a Steam Generator Blowdown

Rad Monitor alarm, a Steam Jet Air Ejector Monitor Alarm and a Steamline

Rad Monitor Alarm. Control Room operators enter the " Steam Cenerator Tube

Leak" abnormal operating procedure and request Steam Generator samples in

an effort to assess the severity of the tube leak. Unit shutdown

continues. At this time a Site Area Emergency will be declared due to

breach of two fission product barriers.

.

Y
'

'About one hour after the Site Area Emergency declaration,a lightning

strike in the low voltage switchyard causes a loss of offsite power.
.,

Concurrent with this event the #1 Steam' Generator downstream Main Steam

Isolation Valve (MSIV) fails closed; the leaking SG tube catastrophically
_

fails and the reactor trips followed immediately by Safety Injection

actuation. Additionally, one of the affected SG Code Safety valves lifts

and-fails in the open position. The loss of offsite power _1s followed by

a _ trip of the "A" Diesel Generator _(DC) output breaker and a loss of
~

electrical bus IAA02 due to a faulty relay. At this point there is a

major LOCA in progress and r.o Emergency Core Cooling System pumps

available for makeup. It is anticipated that a General Emergency will be
r.

~ declared due to loss of three fission product barrierc. This should also

result in the first Protective Action Recommendations (PARS) to offsite

authorities. The event continues uncontrolled to core uncovering, core

melt and a major release of radioactivity to the environment.

GE-92 ~4 EX3013
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1992 VECP GRADED EXERCISE

May 19, 1992

-SCENARIO ABSTRACT
_.

Ultimately the release is terminated by closure of the Steam Generator

Code Safety. This is followed by restoration of the electrical buses and

a restart of the ECCS pumps. When this occurs the exercise will be'

terminated. There are no plans to simulate a gradual stand de,en or to

. continue to the Recovery Phase for this scenario.

x

|
1

;
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VECP NRC Graded Exercise

May 19, 1992 {'

:i

Scenario Time Line

CLASS. TIME EVENT

08:00 Start Drill

08:04 Lightning strikes Containment, this results in the

following.

Loss of Bus NYC2.

<

I Loss of transformer IBBC20X. ,

Loss of digital rod position indication.

.

. Secondary windings fail ant transformer is smoking.

Fire alarm in Room B61.

08:05 #1. Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) shaf t vibration alert..

Digital Metal Impact Monitoring Systems out of service.

|-
|
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VEGP NRC Craded Exercise-

May 19, 1992

Scenario Time Line

CLASS TIME EVENT.

_

08:15 Fuel failure occurs due to mechanical damage froto loose
1

parts.

Chemical Volume _ Control System (CVCS) Letdown Radiation

Monitor RE-48000 alarms on the ERF and rapidly goes

off-scale high. Area radiation levels in Containment and

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Sample Area start to

_ .
increase. - Chemistry is directed by the Control Room to

i
'

sample the RCS.

08:17 Gross Failed Fuel' Detector alarms.

ALERT 08;30 Alert declared due to failure of one of three fission

product barriers.

? Unit' shutdown commenced.

; . Chemistry reports. that radiation levels in the primary . lab
|

too high to take normal sample. Control Room directs

Chemistry to take Post Accident Sample System (PASS)

sample.
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VECP NRC Graded Exercise

May 19, 1992

*
Scenario Time Line

CLASS TIME EV ENT

08:45 Injured person calls Control Room.

_

u8:55 TSC and OSC activated. EOF coming to standby.

09:00 Accountability complete.

09:10 A 10 gpm tube leak occurs in Steam Generator (SC) #1.

Steam Generator blevdown Rad Monitor (RE0021)

alarms.

Steam jet air ejector monitor (P.E12839) alarms. -

Steamline Rad Monitor (RE13120 & RE13119) alarms for SC#1

and SG#4.

09:11 Control Room Operators enter Abnormal Operating Procedure

(AOP) 18009 " Steam Generator Tube Leak". Chemistry is

requested to sample SG's to assess the severity of the

tube leak. Operators continue with unit shutdown.
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._ VEGP.NRC Graded. Exercise*

May 19, 1992

'

Scenario Time Line

CLASS TIME EVENT

SITE 09:25 SITE AREA EMERGENCY declared due to the failure of two of

AREA three fission product barriers.

EMERGENCY

09:30 Contaminated injured transported offsite.

09:45 States may choone to activate Public Alert ^: 43 System

(Sirens,'NOAA Radios and EBS).

l,

i 10:00 EOF activated.

10:15 Lightning strikes Low Voltage Switchyard causing loss of

offsite power. RAT "A" has a low side fault. Switcher

for RAT "B".is damaged.

Steam Generator #1 downstream Main Steam Isolation Valve

(MSIV) fails closed.

The leakin; tube in. Steam Generator #1 ruptures.
.

/

Reactor Trip / Safety Injection.

PERMS data no longer available.
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VEGP NRC Graded Exercise-

May 19, 1992

Scenario Time Line

CLASS. TIME . EVENT
.,

Steam Generator #1 Code Safety PSV-3011 fails open.

Bus 1AA02 is lost due to a faulty 186 relay. Diesel

Generator (DG) A output breaker trips,

10:15 NO Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) pumps available.

GENERAL 10:30 GENERAL EMERGENCY declared due to the f ailure of 3 fission
i'-

EMERG ENCY product barriers.

Protective Action-Recommendations - Evacuate 5 miles in
'

all directions, 10 miles down wind. Shelter remainder of
9

-the EPZ.

10:50 Core uncovered.

$

11:20. Core raelt begins - Step increase in release magnitude.

Re-evaluate Protective Action Recommendation.

4
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VECP KRC Craded Exercisc

May 19, 1992,

i
o

Scenario Time Line

CLASS TIME EV ENT

11:35 Core eclt complete.

__

11:45 Repairs complete to BUS 1AA02. Operators reenergize the

BUS and restart Train A pumps RHR pump A f ails to start.

12:45 Code Safety PSV-30ll reseats, terminating release.

13:00 Repairs complete to RHR Pump A and pump is started.

14:00 Drill Terminated,

_
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TIME LINE:

Time Event

07:30 Operating Crew was briefed in the Simulator.
i

08:00 The drill started.
08:04 Lightning struck the Containment resulting in loss of Bus

NYC2, transformer 1BBC20X, digital rod position
indication and a fire alarm in Room B61.

08:05 Number 1 Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) shaf t vibration alert
alarm actuated.

08:06 Digital Metal Impact Monitoring System alarm actuated.
08:15 Fuel f ailure occurred due to mechanical damage from loose

i parts. Resulting in increasing radiation levels and
Radiation Monitor alarms. _

08:16 ALERT Declared
08:17 Gross Failed Fuel Detector alarmed
08:26 Shift Superintendent declared an ALERT based on loss of

1 fission product barrier.
08:30 Page Announcement
08:37 Offsite Notification-001 Shows Alert Emergency

Classification Declared at 08:26
08:41 Plant General Manager entered the Control Room.
08: 45 Injured man called Control Room.
08:44 TSC Activated
08:45 Injured Worker Reported to Control Room
08:47 911 Page
08:47 PASS Request
08:52 OSC Activated
08:55 Accountability Simulated
08:55 First HP Arrives At Injured Worker Location
08:56 HP Request Ambulance
09:04 Plant General Manager relieved the Shift Superintendent

as the Emergency Director then called the TSC and -

transfered ED responsibilities to the TSC Manager and
left the Simulator.

09:04 Ambulance Called from TSC
09:08 Offsite Notification-002 Update
09:10 A 10 gpm tube leak occurred in Steam Generator (SG) #1

resulting in a Steam Generator Blowdown Rad Monitor
(RE0021) alarm and Steamline Rad Monitors (RE13120 &
RE13119) for SG 1 and 2 alarmed.

09:11 Steam Generator Tube Leak Starts
09:13 The Crew manually tripped the Reactor and Safety

Injected. PERMS input to the ERF computers was lost.
09:16 Early Dismissal Announcement
09:18 The ED entered the TcS and resumed ED responsibilities.
09:21 EOF in Standby
09:25 SG Samples Requested
09:35 Site Area Emergency Declared
09:38 First PASS Sample Taken
09:38 EOF Activated
09:38 Ambulance Enters Protected Area
09:39 FMT Dispatched
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109:41- 1931 Atmospheric- Relief Valve began cycling resulting in
a radiological-release.

09:44 Of fsite Notification-003 Release Began at 09:12, Tbbe ,

Leak on Steam Generator
09:45 Site Area Page Announcement

!09:51 Offsite Notification-004 -Shows Site Area Emergency
Declared

09:55 Ambulance Leaves Site
10:15 SG Tube Rupture & Safety Valve Stuck Open
10:19 Offsite Notification-005 Followup
10:22 General Emergency
10:23 Sirens, EBS Activated
10:26 General Emergency Announced
10:33 Safety Valve Repair Team #13 Departs OSC.

10:36 Offsite Notification-006 Shows General Emergency
Declared, SG Safety Relief Valve Stuck Open,
Protective Measures:,

Evacuate Sectors A,B-5,C-5,
SRS ?? out to 2 Miles
Shelter In Place Remainder of Plume EPZ

10:37 Offsite Notifications Complete
-10:53

.
.11:05 Offsite Notification-007 First Information on Release

Activity and Projected Doses, Shows New Release Start'~

Time of.10:20
Protective Measures:

Evacuate Zones A, B-5, C-5, D-5, E-5, F-5
SRS out to 5 Miles B-10, C-10, D- 10,

Shelter In Place Remainder of Plume EPZ
11:34 Offsite Notification-008 v llowup Shows Updatedo

Radiological Release Infort .aon
Protective Measures:

Evacuate Zones A, B-5, C-5, D-5, E-5, F-5, B-10, C-
10, D-10,
SRS out to 5 Miles
Shelter In Place Remainder of Plume EPZ

12:04 Of fsite Notification-009 Shows Plant Conditions Improving
and Updated Release Information-

-12:34 Offsite Notification-010 as Message 009
13:06 Offsite Notification-011 Shows Highest Radiological

Release Activity
13:36 Offsite Notification-012 Shows Same Release Activity as ,

'Above,. Plant Stable
14:05 Offsite Notification-013 Release Activities Decreasing
14:29 Offsite Notification-014 Dr. L'erminated


